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Abstract: New minimally invasive endodontic cavities have been described and proposed to
preserve dentin (and enamel) through strategic access, including point endodontic access cavity
(PEAC). There is no consensus to what extent PEAC contributes to tooth’s resistance to fracture,
because there is no agreement on how PEAC should be performed. The purpose of the present study
is to describe and classify four different types of PEACs and to examine if a dynamic navigation
system /DNS) could allow planning and precisely executing these cavities in vitro. Forty TrueTooth
TM Replica # 3-001 models, were randomly divided into four identical groups of ten and scanned
using a cone bean computed tomography (OP-Maxio 300, Instrumentarium-Kavo, Finland). Then,
four different access cavities were planned and performed by using DNS (Navident dynamic
navigation system, ClaroNav, Toronto, ON, Canada). For each tooth, a different PEAC was designed
to obtain endodontic access to the main mesio-buccal canal (MB1), resulting in a different location
of the entry point on the occlusal surface of the tooth. Precision was evaluated by comparing
deviation in the inclinations between the planned and real cavity. Data were recorded and
statistically analyzed. DNS allowed preparation of minimally invasive “straight line” cavities, with
some differences in the accuracy.
Keywords: dynamic guide; digital planning; minimally invasive dentistry; conservative endodontic
access

1. Introduction
In endodontics, the development of safer motor instruments and techniques of instrumentation
associated with the support of three-dimensional assessment of dental anatomy is leading clinicians
to operate in a more secure environments with enhanced predictability of outcomes: performing
minimally invasive access cavities represents the goal of all these improvements [1–4].
Minimally invasive endodontics (MIE) is a clinical approach aiming at performing endodontic
techniques and instrumentation, with minimal loss of tooth structure. The basic concept is to disinfect
the pulp chamber, then properly clean, shape and fill the root canal systems—without sacrificing
extensive occlusal enamel and dentin in the crown and roots. Several studies have shown that the
long-term survival of endodontically treated teeth is mostly related to the quality of post-endodontic
restorations and to the increased risk of crown and root fractures [5–7].
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Many studies evaluating the ability of a tooth to withstand occlusal and functional forces have
shown that a tooth with a significant loss of enamel and dentin is distinctly weaker than an intact
tooth [8–10]. Losing marginal ridges and cusps can significantly and negatively affect tooth strength.
Similarly, endodontically treated teeth are usually weaker than untreated ones; hard tissue
destruction caused not only by carious lesions, but also excessive, unnecessary aggressive removal
of coronal tooth structure during access cavity are considered to be responsible for this loss of
strength [11,12].
During the last decades, traditional endodontic cavities (TEC) have been commonly performed
without significant changes over time, aiming at allowing a valid access (ideally a straight-line) to the
endodontic apex, by reducing coronal interferences [13–15]. More recently, new minimally invasive
endodontic cavities have been described and proposed to preserve dentin (and enamel) through
strategic access: the conservative endodontic cavities (CEC) and ultraconservative endodontic cavity
(UEC) or better known as “ninja access cavity” or PEAC (point endodontic access cavity). These
variously sized access cavity designs are both aiming at improving tooth preservation, but they are
different in the amount of tissue removal. There is still no accepted classification for these cavities:
their differences are based on the assumption that when the diameter of the access preparation is
decreased by a half, the operator removes four times less volume of the tooth structure—
consequently, a smaller cavity will result in a stronger tooth, with an enhanced resistance to fracture
[16]. PEAC is considered the most conservative, minimally invasive approach, but has been criticized
because it does not allow to properly clinically detect canal orifices and induces more stressful canal
instrumentation [17]. There is no consensus how a PEAC contributes to tooth’s strength greatly
because there is simply no agreement on how PEAC should be performed. Some authors start from
the central fossa, following an oblique projection towards the canal orifices; in other studies a
perpendicular straight orifice-directed design is proposed—known as the “truss” access cavity—in
which separated cavities are prepared to approach the different canals [18].
The purpose of the present study is to describe and classify four different types of PEACs and
to analyze if a dynamic navigation system could allow to planning and precisely executing these
cavities in vitro.
2. Materials and Methods
A total of 40 artificial resin upper right first molars (TrueTooth™ Replica # 3-001 (DELabs, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA)) were randomly divided into 4 identical groups (n = 10), placed in specific silicon
material bases acting as an artificial jaw and scanned by using cone beam computed tomography
(CBCT) (OP-Maxio 300, Instrumentarium—Kavo, Finland). The initial sample size (n = 40) was
calculated by power analysis (p = 0.05% and 80% interval of confidence).
A unique code was assigned to each group (X1, X2, Y1, Y2). By using dedicated software for
implant planning of the Navident dynamic navigation system (DNS) (ClaroNav, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada) the DICOM images of dental replicas were acquired and the planning of the access cavity
was virtually performed [19]. For each tooth, a different PEAC was designed to get endodontic access
to the MB1 canal, with different locations on the occlusal surface of the tooth (Figures 1 and 2)
X1: ultra-conservative access cavity planning, on MB1 canal. Performed on the buccal-palatal
plane (buccal view) by planning the opening axis coinciding with the coronal third orifice of the canal
(green);
X2: ultra-conservative access cavity planning, on MB1 canal. Performed on the buccal-palatal
plane (buccal view) by planning a straight-line access following the axis of the median-apical part of
the canal (yellow);
Y1: ultra-conservative access cavity planning, on MB1 canal. Performed on the mesio-distal
plane (mesial view) by planning the opening axis coinciding with the coronal third orifice of the canal.
(purple);
Y2: ultra-conservative access cavity planning, on MB1 canal. Performed on the mesio-distal
plane (mesial view) by planning a straight-line access following the axis of the median-apical part of
the canal (blue);
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After the first step (planning), PEACs of each group (Figure 3) were prepared using DNS: the
second step was to match the CBCT images with the artificial jaws where replicas were placed, using
the Navident “trace registration” system. An optical tracer was glued on the artificial jaw; the teeth
surfaces were touched in six different points with a tracer instrument that was also tracked by an
optical positioning sensor. During this procedure, the DNS software continuously acquired and
recorded points on the traced teeth, and then matched with the CBCT data. A final accuracy check
was performed to ensure the precision of such a critical match. Last step was handpiece and burs
calibration: this allowed DNS to continuously keep tracing and showing in real time on the computer
screen the bur’s position. Finally, each planned PEAC was then performed by the same skilled
operator, using a precision micro endodontic burr (EndoGuide EG1a—SSWhite) and all canals were
located with a size 08 manual instrument (Edge Endo, Albuquerque, New Mexico). Then all 3D
replicas were scanned again with CBCT to evaluate and compare if inclination of each PEAC
corresponded with the planned one (Figures 4 and 5). A virtual line was traced between the central
part of occlusal entry point and the center of the cavity reaching the canal orifice. The angulation of
this line was compared to the planned one, which was precisely ending in the central part of the
orifice, using a virtual goniometer (Figure 4c). Ideally no differences should be present in terms of
angulation; the smaller the difference (in degrees) of the inclinations, the more precise the procedure
was. Data were recorded and statistically analyzed using ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc tests (SPSS,
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.

Figure 1. Four different point endodontic access cavities (PEACs) are shown by illustrating for each
tooth the planned trajectory, the insertion of the burr on the occlusal surface and 3D rendering of the
tooth mounted in the base, with the image of the angulation of the burr for accessing cavity
preparation.

Figure 2. The locations of each different PEAC of Figure 1 are represented on the occlusal surface of
the tooth with the same colors.
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Figure 3. Digital planning of the access cavity using the Navident Software.

Figure 4. Buccal, mesial and occlusal views of X1 (A), X2 (B), Y1 (C), Y2 (D) group: example cases. In
(C) is shown how inclination angle was measured.

Figure 5. Example of a PEAC, showing a minimally invasive, direct straight-line access from occlusal
surface to canal orifice.

3. Results
DNS software allowed to plan and perform the different PEACs. Table 1 showed the results
evaluation the accuracy of the DNS in performing the planned cavities, by comparing differences in
the angulation between planned and real cavities. The X1 and Y1 groups showed significantly higher
precision than the other two groups.
Among all groups, significant differences were found between the degrees of deviations of the
cavities performed hands-free and the ones performed with the DNS (p < 0.05).
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Table 1. Deviation from planned view: different superscript letters indicate statistical significance.
Group Mean Values and Standard Deviations
X1

3.6° (±0.4) a

X2

3.4° (±0.3) a

Y1

7.1° (±0.8) b

Y2

7.2° (±0.7) b

4. Discussion
The initial aim was to identify and classify different PEACs, based on a rational approach: to
minimize interferences during endodontic instrumentation by allowing a more direct access and to
minimize reduction of teeth’s strength, by avoiding unnecessary weakening of tooth structure on the
occlusal entry point. Each access cavity was designed taking into consideration the concept of
"straight line access” (SLA), aiming at reducing interferences causing instrumentation stress on the
rotary instruments. Differently than any other previous study, these SLAs were designed in three
dimensions, differing in two parameters. First one is the view since the canals can be viewed both
from a bucco-palatal direction and a mesio-distal one. The different views clearly show different
original canal trajectories. Consequently, the starting coronal points (SCP) are different in all the
cases, being located in different parts of the occlusal surface, to ensure the desired straight-line access.
The second aim was to analyze if DNS was able to precisely plan and execute these cavities in vitro.
Three-dimensional tooth replicas were selected to ensure that no differences in the anatomy of canals
and crowns could alter the comparison between the different PEACs. The results of the present study
showed the DNS software, which is clinically used to plan and execute placement of dental implants
according to different axis, proved to be very simple to use and provided clear 3D images of treatment
planning. The DNS (Table 1) allowed to easily perform PEACs with an overall good accuracy, with
statistically significant differences between the cavities; high precision is obviously recommended to
avoid unnecessary removal of dentine, but in plastic teeth it is not possible to establish how these
variations of the angulation could result in a reduction of the tooth strength. Same limitations,
however, could also be present in extracted teeth due to the specific influence of occlusion forces in
each patient and the differences in the dimensions of the crowns.
There is no consensus if in mesial canals is better to preserve, partially remove or eliminate any
given triangle of dentin, to ensure a more direct straight-line access to the apical third [20,21]. When
eliminating these triangles of dentin, canal opening is intentionally relocated slightly away from an
external root concavity and toward the greatest bulk of dentin. In a PEAC (Figure 5), this goal can be
directly achieved by choosing an end point a few mm more apically than the orifice, intentionally
relocating the end point as previously described; in the classical bucco-palatal view the end point is
relocated more mesially, while in the hidden mesio-distal view it is relocated more buccally.
Figure 2 shows the location of the SCPs on the occlusal surfaces: the access cavity X1 is located
on the occlusal face between the MB and the DB cuspids, in an area between the facial sulcus and the
central fossa. This type of access cavity could probably lead to a weakening of the marginal ridge, a
structure that plays an important role in tooth’s strength.
The access cavity Y1 is located on the occlusal face at the center of the MB cuspid, which is
fundamental during chewing; it is a mold for the antagonist element. Theoretically, its involvement
and consequent weakening could be a negative factor affecting tooth’s strength. Access cavity X2 is
located on the occlusal surface, nearby the MB cusp, but away from the marginal ridge. This access
cavity can theoretically provide valid instrumentation and avoid involvement of important tooth
structure.
The access cavity Y2 is located on the occlusal face, nearby the MB cusp, but more mesial than
the X2 cavity; it can be considered similar to X2, theoretically allowing a proper access to canal.
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Table 1 showed that DNS allowed a significantly higher accuracy (p < 0.05) when compared to
X2 and Y2, but no significant difference with Y1. Even if X1 and X2 PEACs were found to be more
accurate, these differences may not be so clinically relevant due to the low recorded angles. On the
contrary, the X2 and Y2 planning seemed to be almost coincident, and the two groups showed similar
results in terms of accuracy; theoretically they could be considered as best options providing both a
minimally invasive and an efficient approach. They allowed the preparation of a small “straight line”
cavity with a valid access to the MB1 canal, by designing a straight insertion of the rotating
instrument. In terms of risk of weakening of tooth structure, X2 is probably the less invasive PEAC,
but these assumptions should be validated by further experimental studies. Overall, DNS was found
to be very helpful in following the planned trajectory, with very small deviations recorded: it is not
easy to do the same with free-hand instrumentation, especially when the access cavity is angulated.
The differences among PEACs in the present study may be related to the fact that endodontists
usually visualize and execute access cavity with a bucco-lingual image of the canal trajectory (the one
used for X1 and Y1), while the disto-lingual image of canal trajectory has never been taught and it is
commonly not used by clinicians. Therefore, their experience is limited to most common periapical
views, which may preclude the visualization of peculiar angulation or position of the coronal orifices.
In the present study artificial 3D replicas were used, instead of extracted teeth. Since the aim was
to evaluate cavities with different pathways, the use of identical models allowed to standardize the
internal and external anatomy and avoid all possible bias related to unusual anatomy or location of
canals, width of the occlusal surfaces and the thickness from occlusal surface to canal orifices. Studies
on natural teeth, could give indications on the possibility of get this conservative type of access to all
canals in most molar cases.
When comparing these results with those provided by a study on guided implantology [22,23],
we found a slight increase in the percentage variations of the angles: this could be a result that both
burs and access cavities are much smaller in endodontics. However, 2% variation in a 1.50 mm wide
implant cavity leads to a 0.03 mm clinical error, while a 4% variation in a 0.50 wide endodontic cavity
leads to a smaller 0.01 mm error. In both cases, such variations can be considered very small and
allow very precise performance of the planned cavities, both in implantology and endodontics. A
future prospect is the creation of customized access cavities for each tooth, by digitally planning the
best strategy for each canal, previewing it through a graphic interface, and deciding—depending on
the case—which cavity is best, according to above-mentioned concepts of “biologic savings” and
“straight line access” [24–26]. The present preliminary study will lead to a series of studies analyzing
in vitro, the influence of each cavity in determining instrumentation stress and tooth weakening, if
any. The Navident system will not only allow to plan such treatments, but also to execute them
precisely and predictably.
5. Conclusions
Hence, it is possible to conclude that the digital access cavities design in endodontics offers the
possibility of visualizing, before execution, the exact area where the chamber opening should be
performed. The DNS technology allowed to perform very precise cavities, with minimal errors
associated with any possible inclination of the drill for reaching canal orifices. These excellent
experimental results support the clinical use of DNS also in endodontics, as recently suggested by
some practitioners, especially when minimally invasive cavities are planned.
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